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YOU SAID, WE DID
Feedback from the 

university  feedback forum
Can cash be used in the café?
Unfortunately not, we are a cashless University 

More food varieties in the café needed, such as halal, more
spice, stronger flavours, more hot food, more meal deals. More
variety of condiments required.
The Café is always reviewing and refreshing its menu/ food
options, and are open to suggestions

Coffee and sandwich machines required for when café closes
and will help when the campus grows, the queues in the café
can be long
This is being looked at for Phase 3, to introduce vending
machines  

Why does the campus not offer free tea/ coffee
We offer complimentary soup and fruit instead

Can we have more bins on campus
An additional bin has been added to the Café area, there is
enough bins already located around the campus. As a campus
we need to recycle more. 

More seats needed across the campus as doesn't feel there is
enough on busy days
The University is not yet at capacity so there is enough seating
around the campus. This will be monitored as the University and
numbers grow. 

More quiet spaces needed as communal areas can get noisy at
times 
Bigger tables are needed for group work
The Reading room is a quiet space that anyone can use, If
classrooms are empty students are more than welcome to use
them too, please check the boards prior to use. 

Computers in reading room need moving as are in direct sun
light which makes it hard to see the screen at times
S&LS are in consultation with Jamie Jones to see if it is possible
to relocate some of the computers to another area of the
Reading room

Student kitchen needed on all 3 floors, and would help cut
down queues downstairs and in the café
No plans to add in any more microwaves 
ARU to keep reviewing timetabling to ensure there are not too
many crossovers over the lunch period. 
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YOU SAID, WE DID
Feedback from the 

university  feedback forum
Not enough plug sockets, desks in the way, can room layouts
be changed
Lecturers should facilitate room layouts, Jamie Jones to pick
up regarding plug sockets and adding more sockets to smaller
rooms 

Charges from Laptop Bursaries do not fit in the plug
sockets
S&LS to pick up and see what other plugs will fit into the laptops. 
If anyone that has a Bursary Laptop from the Uni please can you pop
to the S&LS desk to help them identify what is needed. 

Can laptop loans be extended past 3 hours 
S&LS to look into as unsure due to batery life of current
laptops being used

Internet issues
Eduroam is the best, you need to forget all other networks.   

Not enough parking spaces in Bishops Road car park
We do have an alternative overflow car park now in the
Regional Swimming Pool Car Park.  

Can a camera be installed in the Regional Car Park
Peterborough City Council are in the process of installing one.  

Can wellbeing appointments be available during weekends
and evenings
S&LS will look into, to see what demand there is for this

How long is the CCTV stored for
It has a 30 day turnaround, Security will be able to check the
CCTV straightaway if asked

Behaviour etiquette in classes should be revisited regularly 
Behaviour etiquette expectations to be highlighted during
welcome weeks 

Please can we have an SU space as when using the table
tennis, we have been told to quieten down by lecturers
There is no planned SU space in the Phase 2 and 3 plans,
however ARU and the SU are always in talks regarding the use
of different spaces and will continue to look into its offering

How do I find out about Societies on campus
Check out the SU website angliastudent.com where you will
be able to find out information on all our societies and events
on campus
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